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This One's For You, Hunters
The Department of Fish and Wildlife produces six Oregon Wildlife magazines each year. At 16 pages per copy that equals 96 pages or about 25,000
words delivering information about diverse natural resource activities and
issues. We strive for balance, covering topics ranging from peregrine falcons
to hatchery programs.
Sometimes, however, we get too caught up in focusing on the agency's
many roles and responsibifities. Once in a while, I think it's important to stop
and take a real close look at one subject. This issue of the magazine will do
just that. The subject is hunting and hunters. According to a public opinion
survey the agency commissioned last fall, this should be well received
since more than half of Oregon Wildlife readers hunt. But that's not why we
are doing this. We are doing it because it simply needs to be done.
About 90 percent of the funds used to print this magazine come to us from
the people who buy fishing and hunting licenses. Without those dollars this
magazine would not exist. Without those dollars this agency probably would
not exist. That is something the people who work for this agency cannot
forget. Expanding our efforts to help all wildlife is absolutely necessary, no
doubt about it. On the other hand, forgetting our roots is foolish. Our base is
the people who plunk down their money, struggle through a controlled hunt
application form, then take their chances on the ground each year. Or those
who rise well before dawn to sit, wet and cold, in a duck blind. Or those who
sweat and scramble their way up a steep canyon wall, only to see the chukar
they shoot fall to the place they had started their climb an hour ago.
No doubt some who read this will find the preceding descriptions difficult
to understand, odd or even silly. Some people choose not to hunt, but do not
object to it. Others may be curious about the activity, but lack exposure or
training. Still others oppose the use of wildlife for sport.
This issue of Oregon Wildlife is not intended to convince or convert the
non- or anti-hunter. It is offered as part of our continuing effort to foster
understanding and a shared sense of commitment to maintaining wild places
and wildlife. There are two basic messages in the following pages. Firsthunters benefit all wildlife, and they do so in many ways. Second the
Department of Fish and Wildlife continues to recognize the value of hunting
as a wildlife management tool, and the contributions of hunters to Oregon's
quality of life. These are not statements made out of blind loyalty to tradition.
What we have here is simple recognition, and appreciation of fact.

-

-

Randy Fish
Director

Printed on recycled paper
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"UPDATE"
Ocean Salmon Seasons Adopted By Commission
Oregon ocean salmon
fisheries will be heavily
restricted this year off much of
the coast, with no commercial
fishing allowed at all south of
the Florence south jetty. The
state's Fish and Wildlife
Commission approved this set
of regulations during a meeting
ilL Portland April 15.
This action covers statecontrolled ocean waters from
zero to three miles. The Pacific
Fisheries Management Council
adopted regulations for federal

Wild

waters April 10 in San FranOregon's fishery chief, Jim
is usually confined to the earth'
cisco. The Oregon action makes Martin, also told commissioners
southern hemisphere, but can
the regulations consistent
that biologists would be
affect ocean conditions as far
between state and federally
watching very closely the
north as Alaska. An El Nino in
controlled waters.
development of a new El Nino
the early 1980s warmed ocean
Season lengths and harvest
during the summer. If condiwaters off the West Coast and
quotas reflect the poor
fions became too severe, even
decimated salmon populations.
condition of several salmon
the limited seasons set for 1992
A listing of sport salmon
runs, including fall chinook
could be shut down to protect
seasons follows.
returning to the Klamath River
the fish. This climatic condition
in California and Oregon's
south coast, coho that spawn in
1992 Salmon Seasons
Oregon coastal streams and
As proposed by PFMC to Sec. of Commerce 4-10-92 and adopted
other coho destined for
by the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission 4-15-92
northern Washington.
Single point, single shank,
barbless hooks required in all
________________
areas.

& Fishy IV Results in July

Results from the Wild &
Fishy IV Oregon Wildlife
photo contest will be printed
in the July/August issue of
'regon Wildlife magazine.
le want to dedicate the

space these photos deserve,
said Managing Editor Pat
Wray. Placing and prizes will
be announced at the time of
publication.

North of Falcon to Leadbetter Pt.
. 6/29-9/13 67,500Coho
10,000 Chinook
s 9/14-10/1 or 3,000 coho plus any
left from earlier season
. Inside 3 miles only
I Season may close when Buoy 10
opens to save more fish for Sept.
season

Tip Of The Hat
Repeat Offender Gets Stiff Sentence
Public sentiment ran high
against a Roseburg man found
guilty in Douglas County
Circuit Court in March for
taking an elk in closed season
and illegal use of a light. The
guilty man had several prior
arrests and convictions in
recent years for wildlife
violations, and will now spend
six months in jail for his
crimes.
The man was cited in

November, 1991, with a
companion, for taking an elk in
closed season and casting an
artificial light on a game
animal shortly after a fourpoint bull elk was found shot
before sunrise on the opening
rf the Tioga bull elk season.
rhe man was sentenced as
tollows:
s

Six months jail time.

s

.

fine.

Three-year bench probation
with strict provisions.
. No himfing privileges during
probation.
. Shall not own, possess or
control any firearm during
probation.
s Jf probation is violated,
additional six months of jail
time will be served.
Nearly 20 people representing
the Oregon Hunters Association
and other hunting groups were
present at the sentencing and
offered full support to police
and the district attorney.
According to Senior Trooper
Bruce Came, Michael Wise,
legal intern for the Douglas
County District Attorneys
Office, did a good job in
concluding the case successfully.

_
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South of Falcon
To Humbug Mtn.)
. Closed Fridays and Saturdays
. 5/3-6/11 within 27 fathom line
. 6/14-9/20 or 173,000 coho
quota
. In-season evaluation 7/29

(Below Humbug Mtn)
s 7/6-9/7 or 3,500 chinook
quota
. Monday - Wednesday
only
s ONE salmon per day
. In-season evaluation

7/29

ttrco

)ìttn

Francisco

GAME MANAGEMENT
A Look

Back,

A

Look Ahead

By Jim Gladson

'The outstanding scientific discovery of the 20th Century is not
television, or radio, but rather the complexity of the land organism.
Only those who know the most about it can appreciate how little is
known about it. The last word in ignorance is the man who says of an
animal or plant: 'What good is it?'
Aldo Leopold, The Round River, 1948

This famous quote appears frequently in today's literature. Largely
because its message of environmental protection and good sense is
as relevant now as it was nearly 50
years ago. For the modern reader,
however, who Aldo Leopold actually
was, and how he spent most of his
professional life may be a mystery.
Let's review some background to
put his philosophy and teachings in
perspective.
Leopold had been a forester for
more than 20 years when he wrote
his classic textbook "Game Management" in the 1930s. In it he compiled
and enhanced a growing body of
knowledge about the basic principies of human interaction with and
"management" of wildlife.
This scholarly work became a key
part of the core curriculum used to
train future managers. These "biologists," as they came to be called, began graduating from universities
throughout the U.S. in the 1930s.
The first Oregon graduating class
from this new discipline departed
Oregon State University in 1938. The
Class of '38 went on to take major
leadership positions in directing
management of Oregon's wildlife.
John McKean, to name one of the
better known members of the class,
ultimately became director of the
Oregon Game Commission. During

his tenure at the top, the agency
would change its name twice. First
to the Wildlife Commission in 1971,
followed by a merger with the Fish
Commission that created the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
in 1975.
Both changes occurred at the direction of the Oregon Legislature.
The first act responded to growing
recognition that the agency's role
should encompass all wildlife, not
just hunted species. The second acknowledged that separate agencies
overseeing similar resources did not
make practical sense. These actions
reflect changing public opinions and
values. Getting to the point of haying one agency in charge of all Oregon wildlife and fish was not a
single leap, however. It is a story of
growing understanding and expanding public interest.

The Evolution
Management

of

Legislators have always played a
key role in fish and wildlife management. Today, along with the goyernor, they have the final say on the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
budget and general oversight of program direction. During the last days
of the 19th Century they played an
even more active role.
The 1893 legislature created the

office of Fish and Game Protector

and an oversight commission. Their
authority and ability to actually do
anything was limited, but the foundation was set.
In 1899, the need to protect species from overharvest led legislator'
to adopt the first Oregon big game
seasons and bag limits. Deer season
ran from July 15 through October 31
with a five-deer, either-sex bag limit
statewide.
Seasons and bags got progressively more conservative during the
early 20th Century. Ultimately, large
areas of Oregon's landscape were
closed to hunting and bag limits
were tightened elsewhere. This penod also featured declines in hunting success, serious depletion of
game ranges and deer herd die-offs.
Leopold and other proponents of
game management theory offered
some attractive alternatives to dilemmas of the 1930s. Oregon and
many other states transferred dayto-day decision making to game
management agencies.

Habitat

Is

the Key

Few would describe Leopold's
"Game Management" textbook as
quick and entertaining read, but its
message was clear. Wildlife populations are limited by the amount of
food, water, shelter and space avail-

r
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able. Only so many animals could
ve successfully in a given habitat. If

Jo many animals depended on one
place, they would ultimately eat
themselves into decline or use up
available space for nesting or breeding.
Over-population led to habitat
destruction which, in turn, led to
population reductions through starvation and disease. As impacts from
human land uses increased, the habitat limiting factor became even
more important.
From this basic tenet came the
principle of carrying capacity.
Growth of a deer herd, for example,
could not continue indefinitely. At
some point it must hit, and potentially exceed, carrying capacity. Resuit die-offs until herd size
matched range capacity.
Here's where Leopold and others
stepped in. By the 1930s, hunting license buyers were already providing most of the support for game
,..iianagement agencies. Hunters
ught licenses because they wanted to hunt. The new science of game
management meshed well with

-

hunter needs.
Leopold and others recognized a
companion benefit to the carrying
capacity principle. If animal
numbers were properly controlled,
game populations could be maintained with fair consistency at levels
near peak habitat load. The key, of
course, was removing excess animals in an efficient and manageable

that many Americans did not grasp
the relationship between abundant
wild things and abundant wild
places.
Explosive economic growth and
population expansion following
World War II pushed the nation's
natural resources, lands and waters
to the limits. More than a decade of
deep economic depression had suppressed the American urge to build
and prosper. The temptation to push
aside wild places and put all natural
resources to use for people was
strong.
Development certainly dominated during the next few decades.
Wetlands and forests became farmlands and homes. But wild places
and wildlife remained. Today, 50
state fish and wildlife agencies may
like to take credit for maintaining
this natural heritage. Some recognition is appropriate. Real credit goes,
however, to the hunters and anglers
who paid the bills and even placed
more taxes on themselves.
Two members of Congress, Key
Pittman and Willis Robertson, read
the feelings of their hunting constituents in 1937 and pushed passage
of the Pittman-Robertson (PR) Act
through. In 1950, Congress also

adopted the Dingell-Johnson (DJ)
Act. Again, two congressional representatives responding to constituents. To date, these two laws have
pumped nearly 100 million dollars

into Oregon to acquire and protect
wildlife and fish habitat, study species needs and secure hunting and
fishing access.
Did even one federal or state
general tax dollar fund these acts?
No. All of the proceeds came from
special excise taxes on firearms and
ammunition, or fishing equipment
or boating fuels. The users taxed
themselves. In these days of tax rebeffion the very notion may sound
absurd, but it is true. Old news,
some might say. Such notions no
longer prevail. Not true, the DingellJohnson Act taxes were subsequently expanded to fund new access,
safety and education programs. The
Wallop-Breaux Act enhancement of
the D-J program passed Congress in
1984. Users taxed themselves again.

Growing Public Awareness
The environmental awareness of
all Americans, not just hunters and
fishers, was certainly building
throughout the 1960s; but Earth Day
in 1970 brought the concerns and

way. This excess came to be called

"harvestable surpluses" and hunters
were willing to pay for the privilege
of acting as management tools.

You Get What You Pay For
Game management by state and
federal agencies depended on one
basic funding source
hunters.
Jobs performed by biologists, such
as animal inventory and habitat imrovement or protection, relied on
cense, tag and stamp sales to cover
expenses. Hunters recognized that
the benefits of hunting did not come
without costs. They also understood
May-June 1992

Many game species that had nearly disappeared from Oregon by the turn of the century are now plentiful.
Credit for these success stories go both to application of Aldo Leopold's game management principles, and
the willingness of hunters to pay for the programs.

needs of the citizenry to the media
and political forefront. The rest, of
course, is known history. From the
perspective of many who view the
event 20-plus years later, it was an
obvious watershed.
Since then we have seen creation
of several federal departments and
programs to meet this "new" public
demand. The list is long, but here
are just a few of the best known:
birth of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); adoption of the
Endangered Species Act and the National Environmental Policy Act
(otherwise known as NEPA, which
is intended to guide land and water
use decisions of such agencies as the
Forest Service and the Bureau of
Land Management); and, last but
not least, the Superfund effort, administered by EPA, to clean up a
century of environmental ignorance
and disregard of public safety.
In Oregon we have seen creation
of the Department of Environmental
Quality and the Department of Land
Conservation and Development.
New legislation also required the
Department of Forestry to regulate
timber harvest impacts on fish (the
Forest Practices Act was originally
enacted by the legislature in 1975,
then expanded in 1991 to include
additional fish protection as well as
recognizing wildlife needs).
There has also been a geometric
expansion of various interest groups
and activist organizations, both pro
and con to the so-called environmental movement.
So where does this leave the Department of Fish and Wildlife, an
agency staffed by people who were
schooled in the basics of Leopold
and still are paid primarily by peopie who hunt and fish? The answer
must refer to the opening Leopold
quotation at the beginning of this
commentary.
For more than 50 years, the people who have officially served wildlife and fish in Oregon carry with
them one Leopold basic quoted in
the opening paragraph of this writing. While much of their previous

Management programs depend not just on hunter-paid fees, but on donations as well. Individuals and hunting
organizations provide an increasing amount offundingforfield projects. Expansion ofbighorn sheep populations
in the state is directly related to donations of money and equipment.

work has focused on game species,
they also understand without question that all life is connected. No
person who has spent their life living and working in wild places
could ever conclude that any species
was of no use. If they were there,
they were good and should be maintamed, because who could judge the
impact of their loss?
Common, Leopold-affirming
sense dictates that the Department
of Fish and Wildlife be an advocate
for maintainance of all species and
their habitats. Good sense and philosophy aside, Oregonians demand
and state law requires the same.
Yet a conflict of roles remains.
More than 50 years after Leopold
wrote his text, his principles remain at the core of management
philosophy, and primary program
focus is still on hunted and fishedfor species.
To some people it might appear
the department is insensitive to new
public values, resistant to change,
hung up on tradition. There is a
grain of truth in those conclusions.
The larger, more realistic driving
force, however, is money. The department's wildlife division has a
two-year budget of $26.6 million,
and only a small percentage of that
total comes from general tax dollars

or donations through the state income tax checkoff. If the focus of
some wildlife managers appears
fixed on game species, there is good
reason for it.
For much of the last 100 years,

hunter and fisher dollars have been
the sole source of funds for preserving and protecting all fish, wildlife
and their habitats in Oregon. Small
wonder that traditional bill-payers
get tense when those who have
contributed little or nothing to this
effort during the last century call
for changes in department direction.
The challenge all Oregonians face
for the 1990s and beyond is how to
translate the common respect for all
species and their living places into
programs that support plentiful and
diverse populations of fish and wildlife.

While the Department of Fish
and Wildlife is committed to protect and maintain all fish and wildlife, this obligation must still be
weighed against the agency's traditional, and continuing funding
base. At some point, and the sooner
the better, people who care about
Oregon's fish and wildlife, but pay
little to sustain these populations,
must seek ways to back up demands with funds. D
OREGON WILDLIFE

YOUNG
HUNTERS:
Special Hunts

Help Get Them Started

By Randall Hen nj

Dear Randy Fisher: (ODFW Director)
Thank you for the special Brogan Juvenile Hunt for the boys and girls who got their first deer.
I'm one of those boys. I got my deer at 5:00 up on a mountain. (Biologist) Perren Baker introduced me to some landowners and he and the landowners were cooperating very very well. I got to
hunt with my dad. I'd like to thank you again for the special deer hunt that got me my first deer."
Mark Savage, 12 years old
I'

Last year's effort
ironed out some of the
wrinkles and fostered
enthusiasm in other biologists. 'We've got
support from biologists
throughout the state to
allocate tags for new
juvenile hunts. I hope
that we can continue to
meet the demand for
these tags in the future."

The Brogan Juvenile

Hunt is one example
of how looking towards
the future can offer benefits for hunters today.
Since 1952, the department has offered young
hunters a chance to
pursue pheasants without competition from
adults. However, most
of the hunts were confined to a few wildlife
eas near populated
areas of the state. Biologist Penen Baker of Ontarjo wanted to expand
the program to include a wider variety of people.
As a result of his efforts, over 200
young hunters had a chance to hunt
deer and pheasant in 1991 without
adult competjtion but with adult
coaching. Stressing safety, skill and
good relations with private landowners, this new program opened
doors for young hunters, landowners and the department. And
the program is growing by leaps and

bounds.
Several important things were
learned from the trial effort of these
new juvenile hunts:
s Landowners will take down
"No Trespassing" signs if they know
hunting wjll be limited to supervised young hunters.
Young hunters can be nearly as
fectjve as experienced hunters
.íhen harvesting deer. This is important because the special juvenile
hunts are designed to address damage complaints
some of which

.

-
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Perren BakerJr. smiles over his first deer.

were previously uncontrollable because access to some private lands
was closed to the public.
In addition to the immediate
benefits, Baker sees a long-term
benefit that makes expansion of the
program a necessity. "Many young
people today don't have available
to them the same avenues for learning to hunt as older people. Most of
today's hunters learned from their
fathers or grandfathers. We have
more single-parent families, more
urban youths and youths who
come from non-hunting families
who otherwise wouldn't learn to
hunt," says Baker.
Studies show that most hunters
are older, and fewer and fewer
young people take up the sport, he
continues. "Just like an animal population, if you don't recruit young
hunters into the population, you
eventually won't have a population,
and the agency will lose an important wildlife management tool."

.

Benefits of the
Program

Opens previously
closed private lands to the public.
Rekindles delicate rapport between hunters and landowners.
s Adults are often better instructors
when only the youth is allowed to
hunt.
Juvenile hunts are often the only
hunting opportunity some youngsters get each year.
Allows sports club members,
hunter education teachers and aids
and other interested adults to
"adopt" a youth who otherwise
wouldn't have a knowledgeable
adult to hunt with.
Controlled environment allows
special emphasis on safety and courtesy, marksmanship and skill.

.
.
.

.

Landowners interested in participating in the Juvenile Hunt Program
are encouraged to contact their local
Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife biologist.

WILDLIFE DOLLARS
Getting More Than You Gave
by Randall Henry

two ways to look
at the license, tag and stamp
fees hunters pay each year:
How much the fees are, and how
much the fees pay back.
After paying $12.50 for a license,
$13.50 for a controlled buck deer tag,
$28.50 for a controlled elk tag, $5.50
each for upland game bird and waterfowl stamps, and so on, a hunter
can spend more than $100 before
any seasons are even open. Hunters
spent over $11 million on license, tag
and stamp fees in 1990 alone.
The other way to look at fees is
what they buy. Thanks to hunters,
Oregon has a successful bighorn
sheep re-introduction program, a
rapidly expanding turkey population and deer, elk and other game
animals are managed to maintain a
balance of healthy populations and
hunting opportunity. A new subspecies of pheasant is being released in
Western Oregon with hopes of providing improved hunting opportunity. Habitat is restored or purchased,
access to prime hunting areas is acquired, research programs further
our knowledge of wildlife species'
needs and habits.
The fact is, hunters will put
nearly $26 million into the department's budget in the 1991-93 biennium. In return, the department's
Wildlife Division will spend about
$22.5 million on habitat enhancement, game management and big
game research studies. The department's Habitat Conservation Division will spend about $4.7 million
to protect and monitor habitat that
affects all fish and wildlife species.
Another $14 million will support
enforcement of fish, wildlife and
environmental laws by the Oregon
State Police.
If you've got your calculator out,
There are

you'll notice the numbers don't add
up
more money is spent than
what hunters pay. Funds for managing Oregon's wildlife come in other ways, too. A portion of the state's
General Fund, generated mostly
through income taxes, goes into the
general agency budget and supports the Wildlife Division budget.
Federal funds from taxes on ammunition and other hunting related
items, also support the division
budget and Oregon's wildlife areas.
Oregon's Nongame program, which
manages all non-hunted wildlife
species in the state, will receive
about $2.7 million directly from

state general fund and federal
funds.
Some license and tag fees are
dedicated to specific uses and require certain program activities. For
instance, the $57,000 raised by auctioning a bighorn sheep tag in 1992
goes into a special fund to pay for
trap-and-transplant and other activities designed to re-establish bighorn
sheep herds in Oregon. Waterfowl
and upland game bird stamp fees
are dedicated for use in their respective programs. Fees from licenses
and tags go into the agency's budget
to allow flexibility in meeting the
needs of individual programs. U

-

Legislatively Approved Budget

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
Hunter Fees
$26 Million
Other
Funds
$76

Million__

r
Fish
Division
$77.4

Million

ongame
Wildlife
$2.7 Million

Oregon
State
Police
$14.1

Million

Angler
Fees

Misc

+

I

Dollars

State
General
HFund
$16

Million

H
H

Federal
Funds
$62

__Million

Habitat
Cons.
Division
$4.7 Million

'

Administration
$20.0
Million

Admin.
si .3 Million

Research
$1 .9 Million

y
Game
$9.7 Million

Habitat
$1 i .1

Million
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FOUR MILLION DAYS:
Not

A Bad Hunt
By Randall Henry

nearly 350,000 paid license
holders, add another 40,000 senior
fake
and pioneer permanent license
holders, multiply it by the average number
of days spent in the field and you get well
over four million "hunter activity days" for
all types of hunting in Oregon (a 1985 figure). Department economist Chris Carter
boiled these figures down into rough estimates of hunting's effect on the economy of
Oregon. A study of 1985 numbers revealed
that some $207 million was spent on hunting trips and equipment which generated
about $200 million in personal income.

"Unnhhhhh!" The ice chest landed
with a solid thud as Bob set it down
in the driveway. "I didn't know a few
bags of groceries ($120) could weigh
so much," he said. As he stood up
rubbing his back, a 4x4 pickup towing a small trailer rolled into the
driveway on the outskirts of Corvallis. Bob rolled his eyes.
"Sorry I'm late," said Charlie. "I
had to stop and get some gas ($19.50)
and say, whaddaya think of my
new huntin' rig?"
It was already 9 a.m. and a sixhour drive was still ahead. Bob pulled
a list from his pocket and began
checking it off with Charlie. Everything seemed to be there this was
their annual hunting excursion and
everything had to be perfect. Bob had
had his rifie refitted for a new scope
by the local gunsmith ($125) the
week before. Each had visited their
local sporting goods store for all the
necessities ($124).
"Now when Hank gets here we
'-an take off," said Bob.
Hank hadn't hunted deer in years.
And even though he'd borrowed a
gun, he'd still had some extra ex-

-

-

.-
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penses ($120) during the last month
to prepare for the trip. Just a few
short minutes after his arrival, the
three were on their way to John Day.

Another cool, clear October afternoon in
John Day
and the first of the annual
all
caravan
of
campers, station wagons
f
and pickups begins arriving. The week before, it had been business as usual in this
northeast Oregon town of 2,000 people.
But now, as hunting season approaches,
the onslaught begins. The population of the
just 8,000 a week ago
entire county
will soon double. Six or 7,000 deer hunters
followed 1;!/ 13,000 elk hunters will pour
into the county and turn this small town
into a thriving metropolis, filling motels,
restaurants and gas stations.

-

-

-

After the trio hit the road, there
were the usual number of stops: Sisters for lunch ($16.50), Prineville for
oops Hank
coffee ($2.25) and
and Charlie forgot their upland bird
stamps ($11) in case grouse hunting
is better than elk hunting. Of course,
that meant another box of shotgun
shells ($10), which was okay, because
Hank didn't have any 30-06 shells
($9) and forgot his map ($3). He also
noticed his sling swivel was broken.
A local sporting goods store fixed it
up for about $10.
The first day of hunting went well
except that they never saw a deer.
Day two was cooler and the wind began to blow. Rain and snow soon
poured down, making for a cold
night. They hunted the third day, but
the camp was muddy and they decided to move. They stopped in John
Day for dinner ($29.95) and to re-assess their choice of hunting locations.

-

-

They spent the night at a local motel
($48.95), made a few phone calls ($4),
and bought more groceries ($24.95).

The money that hunters contribute to local and regional economies is substantial, according to studies compiled by the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife. The department estimates that the cwerage hunters
spend over $30 per day while on hunting
trips that often take them through the small
towns of rural Oregon. Towns like John Day
luwe come to rely on the economic boost
these out-of-town dollars bring each year.

*********
They relocated their camp early the
next morning. By lunch, Hank had
killed a nice four-point mule deer buck.
Bob and Charlie saw many deer and a
few bucks, but never got a shot off.
They did kill some grouse, which they
cooked for dinner. By the end of the
fifth day, they were tired and ready to
go home. They stopped for dinner in
Sisters ($21.95) and gas in Mill City
($18).

A week later the three got together
for a dinner of venison steaks, a slide

show and to relive the hunt. The trip
was a good one, even though they
got orily one deer. And though it cost
some money, the time spent around
the campfire, stalking wary mule deer
bucks and hiking through the ruggedbut-beautiful Strawberry Mountains
was more than worth it. It was the
time that's
highlight of the year
worth far more than the money
spent. D
Editor's Note: It can safely be assumed that all three hunters strongly resisted efforts to compute priceper-pound of the venison they
brought home.
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Volunteers, like these building
a guzzler in eastern Oregon,
help fill a niche that night
otherwise remain empty.

WHERE DOES THE HELP
"Hunters, by and
large, feel a

kinship with
the animals
they hunt
and a sense
of stewardship
for the land."
Rod Ingram
Wildlife Division Chief

By Pat Wray

lo

ithough

most

of the

funding

for wildlife management is derived from the sale of hunting licenses and tags, donations of
all kinds provide money, equipment
and volunteer effort to help fill the

gap between what the department
can afford to do and what needs to
be done.
In a time of diminishing tax revenues and an uncertain economy,
these donations become even more
important; some of the department
management programs would not
take place at all without outside
help.
From massive foundations and
their financial grants to volunteers
who use part of their vacation time
to help construct wildlife watering
holes, to hunters who donate money
from their unsuccessful tag applications, every one of these concrete
expressions of support is an important part of the scheme of protection
and management employed by the

Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife.

Hunters organizations provide
much of the volunteer donations
and efforts, continuing a long history of caring for the resource.
"Hunters, by and large, feel a kinship with the animals they hunt and
a sense of stewardship for the land.
By virtue of their experience in the
outdoors, they tend to be more
knowledgeable about natural resource issues than the average person. Their knowledge and concern
for the outdoors translates into action. Through a variety of programs,
hunters groups, clubs and many individual hunters put their money
and their efforts where their mouths
are," said Wildlife Division Chief
Rod Ingram.
Individuals have a significant impact as well. Two of the most effective ways for individuals to
contribute to the wise management
of wildlife are the Non-Game Tax
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Jonations of all kinds provide money,
equipment and volunteer effort to help fill the
gap between what the department can afford to
do and what needs to be done.

Ducks Unlimited

Foundation for North
American Wild Sheep
.

Izaak Walton League
.

Multnomah Hunters
and Anglers

s
National Wild
Turkey Federation

s

Nature Conservancy

s

Nosier Bullets, Inc.

s

Order of the Antelope

COME FROM?

s

Oregon Duck

Hunters Association

s

Oregon Hunters Association
neck-off and Tag Fee Donations. In
1990 the department received more
than $104,000 through the tax checkoff, while hunters donated almost
$20,000 from fees on tags for which
they were unsuccessful in the drawings.

"Many people cannot make a tax
checkoff donation to the Nongame
Program because they do not receive a tax refund. Some of those
people can
and do donate directly to the program," said Claire
Puchy, Nongame Wildlife Program
Leader.
The following is a list of some
of the major contributors to the
Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife. It is not a complete listing; the people who have assisted
over the years are literally too numerous to mention. Everyone
who has helped has earned our
gratitude
and that of everyone
ho cares about Oregon's wild-

-

.

.
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"By virtue

their experience in the outdoors, (hunters) tend to
of

be more knowledgeable

about natural resource
issues than the average
person. Their know iedge and concern for
the outdoors translates
into action."
Rod Ingram
Wildlife Division Chief

Oregon United Sporting
Dog Association

s

Oregon Wildlife
Heritage Foundation

s

Oregon Wildlife

Rehabilitators Association
s
Pheasants Forever
s
Rocky Mountain
Elk Foundation
s
Rocky Mountain
Mule Deer Foundation

s

Safari Club International

s

Unlimited Pheasants

s

.

Thanks.

Upland Dog Association

s
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THE

CHANGING FACE
OF

OREGON'S HUNTER
EDUCATION PROGRAM
Bi1

12

Mike

Bickler
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ofyoungsters was gathered around a single adult in a
school classroom. Their excitement was obvious, as they
worked toward becoming eligible to
hunt in their first deer season. But
they were uneasy as well, uncertain
of the tough questions posed by
their instructor. Questions without
easy answers.
The instructor continued.
"What would you do if a friend
asked you to give him your deer tag
so he could put it on an animal he
had shot?"
No problem. None would give up
their tag.
"What if it was your uncle?"
"Your father?"
"What if a deer you had wounded
crossed a fence into private, posted
property?"
"What if you are the only one of
your three-person hunting party to
have killed your daily limit of two
pheasants. Would you help your
friends shoot their limit if they
ked you to?
group

Unsettling questions like these
are asked of thousands of Oregon
youngsters each year as part of the
state's Hunter Education Program.
The Oregon Hunter Education
Program was initiated as a voluntary
program in 1957. It became mandatory for all hunters under the age of
18 in 1962. Initially, the program was
a basic four-hour firearms safety
class designed to reduce the number
of hunting accidents and fatalities. It
has been extremely effective in
meeting that goal. From a high of 94
accidents and 15 fatalities in 1962,
Oregon hunters only experienced 13
total accidents and three fatalities
last year.
In fact, hunting has become one
of the safest outdoor recreational ac'ities. For example, boating is
proximately 10 times more dangerous than hunting. Shooting at organized ranges has about the same
accident rate as playing shuffleMay-June 1992

board. But as the needs of society
have changed, so has the basic
hunter education course.
One has been the increasing
number of adults taking the course.
Many parents want to take the
course with their youngsters, but
others take it because some states
require hunter ed courses for hunters of any age. Oregonians wishing
to hunt in Montana, Colorado, Arizona or California must complete a
hunter education course before
hunting in those states. In some
cases, course completion is required
even before they are allowed to apply for tags.
Over the years, the basic fourhour course has been expanded to a
minimum of 10 hours and includes
information on wildlife management, game identification and recovery, the use of blackpowder and
archery equipment, survival, first aid
and a heavy dose of ethics.
The basic scope of the program
has also been significantly expanded. The Hunter Education Program offers goose identification
classes, steel shot clinics, a voluntary
bowhunter education course,
trapper education and a shooting
range development program. It has
also begun a Hunter Proficiency
Program.
The Hunter Proficiency Program
has evolved out of the need to place
qualified hunters in limited hunts
that are highly sensitive. In many
cases these special hunts involve
deer and elk damage problems in
close proximity to homes in rural
areas. Participating hunters attend a
workshop where topics include legal
aspects of hunts, game identification
and recovery, hunters' obligations to
landowners, shot selection and ballistics. The participants are also evaluated on their proficiency and safety
practices during required live firing
sequences.
The Hunter Education Program
also recently began the Application
Assistance Program. Many hunters
purchasing their tags for controlled
hunts just prior to the March 2

deadline this year found hunter education instructors staffing tables at
license dealers around the state.
These volunteers helped applicants
avoid frustrating and costly errors in
filling out their application forms.
Hopefully, the Application Assistance Program will help to reduce the
historic 2-3 percent of the applications that have been disqualified
due to incorrect completion of the
forms.
It has been said that if we ever
lose the right to hunt, it will not be
because hunting is an unsafe sport,
but because of the public's changing

attitude towards hunters and hunting. While the primary goal of the
Hunter Education Program is still to
reduce the numbers of hunting accidents, an important facet of hunter
education is to promote safe, ethical
hunting and to help hunters more
fully enjoy their sport today and in
years to come. D

Help Pass On
The Heritage
Hunter Education

is

taught

by nearly 800 volunteer instructors scattered across the
state. Ifyou would like more information on the program or
would like to obtain an application to become a hunter educa-

tion instructor, write to: Hunter
Education Program, P.O. Box
59, Portland, OR 97207. It's
the toughest job you 'li ever love.
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MULE DEER
By Pat Wray

n old doe picked her way
through underbrush toward a sunlit meadow.
On the south slope she
rested, soaking up the
warmth of a new spring.
Her flanks still pinched from the
winter's deprivation, the doe's advanced pregnancy was not immediately apparent. She was filling
out rapidly, fast replacing the
weight that had melted away since

the weather had turned harsh and
forage had become hard to find. Like
many deer, she had lost almost onethird her body weight during the
winter. Nearly eight years old, the
doe was nearing the end of her reproductive life. Although mule deer
can live as long as 15 years, females
rarely become pregnant after the age
of nine.
The doe grazed intermittently on
tender grass shoots that lent their
color to the spring green-up. Although mule deer are generally
browsers who feed on leaves and
branches and buds, during the
spring green-up they become more
like elk in their feeding habits and
graze extensively on grasses.
As hungry as she was, the doe
did not feed heavily on the new
grasses. Although the temptation
was strong, an underlying instinct
warned her of the danger there.
Deer come out of the winter with
shrunken stomachs and bodies
gaunt with need. After surviving on
bark and winter forage with negligible nutritional value, they are unprepared for large doses of proteinrich, highly nutritive feed like the
spring grasses. Sometimes the result
is a case of scours, an incessant diarrhea that causes death among many
deer already weakened by winter.
Several hundred yards below her
a young buck lay dead beneath a
juniper tree. Stained with defecation,
14

the young buck had succumbed the
day before to advanced dehydration
and weakness brought on by scour.
Now buzzards let down from the
sky on whispering wings.
As always, the winter had been
hardest on the fawns, especially
those, like the one lying on the hill
below, that had been born late in
the spring. They simply had not had
time to build up the body fat and
strength that would see them
through the lean times. Adult bucks
were the next most vulnerable. After
a fall spent in the rigors of the rut,
bucks were left with little strength
for the winter.

As always, the winter had

been hardest on the fawns,
especially those, like the
one lying on the hill below,
that had been born late in
the spring.
The old doe had mated the previous November, and was very close
now to the end of her seven-month
pregnancy. She could feel the stirrings of life within her and their increased urgency led her to spend
much of her time near heavy cover
in a rocky, brush-filled canyon.

One month later, she gave birth
to a seven-pound fawn, speckled
with white and rocking on spindly,
uncertain legs toward her udder.
Within hours the youngster was
capable of moving smoothly, strengthened by milk that was twice as
rich as that provided by the best Jersey milk cow.
Even after the fawn was able to
run, its primary defense was hiding.
It spent long hours curled up in a si-

lent, nearly scentless spotted ball
while its mother fed nearby. The doe
spent as little time away from this
fawn as possible. Her first fawn,
born in her second year, had been
stolen from her by humans. While
she watched in silent anguish, too
fearful to show herself, a young boy
and his father had gathered the
fawn up in their arms and carried it
away, thinking that the youngster
had been abandoned. Ever since, the
doe had stayed close and tried to
keep her fawns nearby, even though
every step her youngsters took
made them more vulnerable to
predators.
This was the doe's first fawn in
two years. The year before, an extremely severe winter had caused
the loss of an incompletely formed '
fetus. When lack of forage and extreme cold had threatened her own
life, the doe's body had terminated
and re-absorbed the fetus. It was a
natural reaction to protect a mature
adult.
The most recent winter, while difficult, had not been so harsh and the
proof walked uncertainly behind
her. In just a couple weeks the fawn
would begin browsing on its own
but for now it was totally dependent
on the doe.
They headed downhill toward
water, adjusting their route to avoid
the dessicated carcass of a young
buck deer that had made it through
the winter, but not the spring. D
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CAN YOU MANAGE?
By

wildlife

popula-

tions is more than setting
seasons and counting what
J%%4anaging
hunters harvest. It's a matter of
BALANCE
balance between the
animals and the land (habitat) upon
which the animals depend.
Biologists try to balance the
number of deer lost each year, due
to starvation, disease, exposure, predation, accidents, and hunting, with
the number of deer born each year.
The goal is to maintain a healthy
population large enough to provide
hunting opportunities in the fall,
and still have plenty of deer survive
the winter.
This is where hunting laws and
regulations come in. They are designed to prevent anyone from up("tting the balance by harvesting
JO many animals.
But just how many deer should
hunters be allowed to harvest? How
can bag limits be set so that the deer
population does not get so low it
won't recover. Or so high that it will
exceed the CARRYING CAPACITY
(number of deer the area will support) and damage the habitat itself,
resulting in starving deer.
Tricky business, this wildlife
management! Try your hand at it.
Using beans or other objects to represent deer you will manage four
groups of deer. For group one,
hunters will be allowed to harvest
25 pecent of the summer population; group two, 50 percent; group
three, 75 percent; group four, no
deer harvest will be allowed. For
each year, simulate hunting by
REMOVING deer (beans) from the
four populations, and new fawns
born by ADDING deer to the popu-

-

(iOn.

all your populations to reproduce at a rate of 50 percent (the
number of fawns born each year
equals one-half of the number of
May-June 1992

Bill

Hastie

deer in the population). To keep it
simple, assume that bucks and does
are added and harvested in equal
numbers, and that no deer leave or
come into the area.
For each deer population, (1)
start with 20 deer, (2) remove (subtract) those deer allowed to be harvested (O percent, 25 percent, 50
percent, 75 percent). Assume that
the harvest rate is always at the
maximum the regulation allows.
Round off all fractions to the nearest
whole number. (3) Add the yearly
fawn crop. (4) You have completed
one year of managing your deer
herd. Now, continue the process for
three more years, for a total of five
years (the starting year plus four
more).
Record the changes that take
place to each deer herd after each
year. When you have completed all
the years for all herds, plot them on
a sheet of graph paper. Use different
colors to represent each population.
This will make it easy to compare all
the deer populations.
What did you find out about deer
populations and harvest rates?
1. Which populations decreased in
size? Increased? Remained the
same? Did any become extinct?
2. If you were a big game biologist in
charge of setting the deer bag limit,
which harvest rate (0, 25, 50, or 75%)
would be best to:
Keep the size of the deer popuIation about the same?
Decrease the deer population?
s Allow for the best possible hunt
each year over a long period?
3. Let's add another factor. You, as
the biologist, want to keep the deer
herd below the winter carrying capacity of the area. After studying the
amount of food, water, and shelter,
you calculate the winter carrying capacity of each area to be 20 deer.
Which harvest rate (0, 25, 50, or

.
.

75%) would allow you to do this,

and still maintain enough deer to
keep the population going?
4. Could you continue to harvest at
this same rate each year, or would
you have to adjust the harvest rate
in some years to keep the deer population under the carrying capacity?
If so, what harvest rate would you
use?
5. How about another factor? Let's
say that the winter in year four is
extremely severe, and that snow is
so deep many deer die. In that year,
large herds (over 25 deer) lose all
but 10 deer; moderate herds (24-19
deer) lose all but 18 deer; small
herds (less than 18 deer) lose no
deer.
Adjust your herd sizes for the
above situation. In which herd do
most losses occur?
6. In which herd, the large or moderate-sized herd, would the adjustments of harvest rate be the smallest
after severe winters such as the one
mentioned above?
Large herds that exceed the carrying capacity can overeat the habitat and damage it, lowering the
carrying capacity. This is why the
large herd above loses so many
deer. A herd that is in balance with
its habitat (at or below winter carrying capacity) will not damage the
habitat, and suffers losses at a much
lower rate. At times, biologists recommend doe hunts to keep the
herd at its carrying capacity, recognizing that a doe eats just as much
as a buck, and can do more damage
by giving birth to fawns into habitat
that cannot support them.
Managing deer herds, or any
wildlife, involves many predictable
and unpredictable factors. Balancing
animal death and birth with the
habitat those animals depend on
will continue to challenge wildlife
biologists in the 21st century. D
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Free Fishing

Day

Saturday, June 6, 1992
Enjoy A Day Of Fishing On Us,
And Share It With a Friend
. No licenses or tags required for sport fishing. All other angling rules apply
s
Free camping in U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management
campgrounds* June 5 and 6, 1992.
s
For more information on Free Fishing Day activities, contact the nearest
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife office.
*some exceptions
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POBox59
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Portland.

Fish & Wildlife

ist

Oregon 97207
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